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1 Introduction
The period in the early Universe following an inationary epoch can be a rather explosive
time. In many models of ination the Universe transforms from a cold, empty, near de
Sitter phase into a hot environment, via some sort of resonant behaviour of the elds [1{10].
The basic idea is that the inaton forms a (nearly) homogeneous oscillating condensate and
some modes of a daughter species, to which the inaton is coupled, are in resonance with the
oscillations, causing their particle number to grow exponentially. This (p)reheating scenario
has found many uses in early-Universe cosmology, including the production of gravitational
waves [11{16]; non-thermal phase transitions and the formation of topological [17{21] and
non-topological defects [22{24]; baryogenesis [25{28].
This great enhancement in particle number is not available to fermions, as they must
satisfy the Pauli exclusion principle, which limits their number occupancy to unity. This
Pauli-blocking was initially believed to mean that a perturbative calculation of fermion
eects would suce, and that their presence would not signicantly aect the inaton
decay [1{10]. The physics of such a decay process ignores the coherent nature of the
inaton and treats the fermion production as coming from the decay of single inaton
particles, leading to a decay rate of  !  =
2m
8 , and a narrow peak in the spectrum
centred around m=2, where  is the Yukawa coupling and m the inaton mass [1{10].
However, the equation of motion that governs the mode functions for the fermion eld
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are, in fact, rather similar to those that appear in bosonic preheating, and while they do
indeed exclude the possibility of the particle number exceeding unity, it is clear that the
perturbative approach is insucient, as noted by [29]. The importance of this departure
from the perturbative result was stressed in [30, 31], where it was found that fermions
could get excited within tens of inaton oscillations, as opposed to the  1014 predicted
by the perturbative calculation.
A further distinction between bosonic and fermionic preheating is that the eective
mass of fermions can vanish as the condensate evolves through certain values, making their
creation much easier than bosons (see [32] for a clear comparison of fermion and boson
production due to preheating). This eect was utilised for leptogenesis in [33] to produce
massive right-handed neutrinos, orders of magnitude heavier than the oscillating inaton
eld. This interesting eect means that fermions may be created in signicant numbers,
even when the energy scale of the Universe has dropped below the natural energy scale of
the fermions, leading to a recrudescence of their production.
The rst studies of fermions coupled to a scalar condensate used a mode function
approach, taking the condensate to be homogeneous. This was later extended, using tech-
niques such as those pioneered in [34], to include inhomogeneities, as well as back-reaction.
This led to a better understanding of how the homogeneous-condensate assumption un-
derestimates the fermion production rate [35]. Indeed, the decay of oscillons was briey
described in [34], but from a dierent perspective that we pursue here.
The aim of this paper is to study the localized regions of oscillating condensate known
as oscillons [36], and focus on how they emit massive fermions. If we view them as small
lumps of preheating-phase physics, we might expect them to be able to emit heavy fermions
rather eciently, just as homogeneous preheating does. In this initial study we shall
ignore the eects of back-reaction from the fermions onto the oscillon, and use techniques
introduced by Cohen, Coleman, Georgi and Manohar [37], and followed up by [38{40]. In
these the authors examined fermion emission from Q-balls [41], and calculated the particle
production using a Bogoliubov-type analysis. In practical terms, the dierence that makes
the calculation more involved for oscillons, is that their amplitude is not constant, but
this is also what leads to the fermion emission not being just a surface eect, unlike for
Q-balls [37].
We study two models for a spherical, localised, oscillating condensate; one where the
condensate has a broad almost homogeneous core, and one where the condensate prole
is Gaussian. In our calculation the condensate is considered as an external source, and
the dynamics of the oscillon itself are not examined, rather we look to see how fermions
react to the condensate. Nevertheless, it is of interest to see what models produce such
condensates, and these are described in the appendices.
The layout of the paper is as follows: in section 2 we set out the basic spherical
fermion ansatz, and describe the equations of motion, with the relevant mode functions for
quantising the fermi eld calculated in section 3. In section 4 we describe how to include
the oscillon, with our results presented in 5.1 and 5.2 for the at-topped and Gaussian
oscillons respectively, with these oscillon models being described in appendices A and B.
We conclude in section 6.
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2 Equations of motion
In this we will not assume that the eective fermion mass, , is a constant, as the Yukawa
coupling between the scalar and fermion will contribute to . We shall, however, take it to
be spherically symmetric, as the oscillon that contributes to  will be taken to be spherical.
This allows us, using standard spherical harmonic spinors 
j;l;M [42, 43], to write down
an ansatz for the solution to the Dirac equation in terms of functions that depend solely
on t and r,
	j;M (t; r) =
 
f1(t; r)
j;l+;M (; )
g1(t; r)
j;l ;M (; )
!
+
 
f2(t; r)
j;l ;M (; )
g2(t; r)
j;l+;M (; )
!
: (2.1)
This is substituted into the Dirac equation to nd the equations of motion for the functions
fi(t; r) and gi(t; r), for example
_f1 = if1 + g
0
1  
j   1=2
r
g1; (2.2)
_g1 =  ig1 + f 01 +
j + 3=2
r
f1: (2.3)
3 Free fermion evolution
In order to dene a vacuum state for the fermion we need to know the mode functions for
the Dirac equation in the absence of an oscillon. For this we consider constant-, denite
energy/wavenumber solutions of the Dirac equation, 	
()
j;M (t; r; k),
	
+()
j;M = e
 i!tU ()j;M (r; k); 	
 ()
j;M = e
i!tV
()
j;M (r; k);
where U () and V () are found to be
U
(1;2)
j;M (r; k) =
kp
!
 p
!    jl(kr) 
j;l;M
ip! +  jl(kr) 
j;l;M
!
; (3.1)
V
(1;2)
j;M (r; k) =
kp
!
 
ip! +  jl(kr) 
j;l;Mp
!    jl(kr) 
j;l;M
!
; (3.2)
! = +
p
2 + k2:
These play the role of the usual U and V plane-wave modes in Minkowski space Carte-
sian co-ordinates, with the jl(kr) being spherical Bessel functions. The particular factors
appearing (3.1){(3.2) are chosen such thatZ
d3x U
()y
j;M (r; k)U
()
j0;M 0(r; k
0) = jj0MM 0(k   k0);
with a similar relation for the V , as well as the U being orthogonal to the V under the
same inner product.
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With the basic wave solutions found and normalized, we may consider quantization,
and so we expand a general wave operator as
	^(t; r) =
X
;j;M
Z
dk
n
b^()(k; j;M)e
 i!tU ()j;M (r; k) + d^
y
()(k; j;M)e
i!tV
()
j;M (r; k)
o
;
and nd that taking the canonical anti-commutation relation for 	^ and its conjugate
leads to n
b^()(k; j;M); b^
y
(0)(k
0; j0;M 0)
o
= 0jj0MM 0(k   k0);
with a similar relation for d^. While it certainly proves useful to calculate the above mode
functions, they do not constitute the basis of interest for our problem, rather we look to a
basis that utilises incoming and outgoing modes. This we do in the next section.
4 Including the oscillon
4.1 Fermion sector
Before we get to the solution in the presence of the oscillon we note from (2.2){(2.3)
and (2.1) that time evolution couples f1 to g1, and it couples f2 to g2. In terms of the U
()
and V () modes this means U (1) is paired with V (1), while U (2) is paired with V (2). So, we
may introduce another basis of functions (the scattering basis) that are also solutions for
constant . One of these basis functions is, schematically,
1  e i!tU (1)(r; kjh(2)) + e i!tR1U (1)(r; kjh(1)) + ei!tT1V (1)(r; kjh(1)): (4.1)
This solution has an extra argument for U (1) and V (1), namely h(1;2), which is to indicate
that the jl(kr) of (3.1){(3.2) are to be replaced by spherical Bessel functions of the third
kind (h
(1;2)
n = jn iyn). This means that they are still solutions to the equations of motion,
but are only regular away from the origin. In fact, we will only be interested in this form
at radii r  Rosc, which is where we shall make our measurements of particle number.
Note that at large radius, h(1)  1kreikr and so corresponds to an outgoing wave, while
h(2) corresponds to an ingoing wave. We now think about wavepackets formed from such
solutions, rather than the pure frequency modes, and then we see that at early times (4.1)
should be thought of as an ingoing U (1) mode, and at late times it is a combination of
outgoing U (1) and outgoing V (1), in proportion determined by R1 and T1.
Unlike the Q-balls studied in [37], oscillons have varying amplitude, which makes
the situation more involved, as the time dependence cannot be solved by a simple phase
dependence. In practise, this means that even if the ingoing wave has a single frequency,
the outgoing wave does not, and so contains a spectrum of wavenumbers. The scattering
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basis for large radius, r  Rosc, is then
()(t; r; kin; j;M) = e
 i!intU ()j;M (r; kin j h(2)) (4.2)
+
Z
dk e i!tR()(k; kin)U
()
j;M (r; k j h(1))
+
Z
dk ei!tT ()(k; kin)V
()
j;M (r; k j h(1));
()(t; r; kin; j;M) = e
i!intV
()
j;M (r; kin j h(2)) (4.3)
+
Z
dk ei!t ~R()(k; kin)V
()
j;M (r; k j h(1))
+
Z
dk e i!t ~T ()(k; kin)U
()
j;M (r; k j h(1));
and so we expand a general wave operator as,
	(t; r) =
X
;j;M
Z
dkin
n
b^in()(kin; j;M)()(t; r; kin; j;M)
+d^yin()(kin; j;M)()(t; r; kin; j;M)
o
: (4.4)
At this point it is useful to understand why the operators have been labelled with the
subscript \in". Thinking about the wave operator in terms of wave packets, we have that
in the far past only the incoming part of the scattering basis survives (the terms depending
on h(2)) and so the wave operator is indeed a sum of ingoing waves, and the operators (dyin),
byin acquire the interpretation as creation operators for ingoing (anti-)particles.
At late times, the wave operator will be composed solely of outgoing particles, so at
large radius we would write
	(t; r) =
X
;j;M
Z
dk
n
b^out()(k; j;M)e
 i!tU ()j;M (r; k j h(1))
+d^yout()(k; j;M)e
i!tV
()
j;M (r; k j h(1))
o
; (4.5)
and the operators (dyout), b
y
out are creation operators for outgoing (anti-)particles. However,
we know what the late time, large radius form is from (4.4) and (4.2){(4.3), so we compare
these (in the late time, large radius limit) with (4.5) to nd
b^out()(k; j;M) =
Z
dkin
n
R()(k; kin)b^in()(kin; j;M) + ~T()(k; kin)d^
y
in()(kin; j;M)
o
;
and a similar relation holds for d^in and d^out . These give the Bogoliubov transformation
between asymptotic in/out creation and annihilation operators.
The number of fermions emitted by the oscillon are found by starting the system in
the vacuum state j0i, dened by having no incoming fermions or anti-fermions,
binj0i = 0; dinj0i = 0; (4.6)
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and we count the number of fermions per unit k-space at wavenumber k, at late times,
by evaluating
Nout(k) =
X
;j;M
h0jbyout()(k; j;M)bout()(k; j;M)j0i;
=
X
;j
(2j + 1)
Z
dkinj ~T()(k; kin)j2: (4.7)
This term diverges, but the divergence is to be expected as the oscillon is evolving without
back-reaction and continues producing particles forever. In practise one is really interested
in Nout , where Nout is the number of fermions produced in time interval  . The
eort that goes into nding the rate of (anti-)particle production, therefore, amounts to
determining (T ()), ~T (). This is achieved by noting that in terms of the functions f and g
appearing in (2.2){(2.3), we may use (4.2){(4.3) along with (3.1){(3.2) to nd the following
large radius behaviour for f1(t; r)
f1(t; r; kin) =
kin
p
!in   p
!in
e i!inth(2)l+ (kinr) (4.8)
+
Z
dk
k
p
!   p
!
R(1)(k; kin)e
 i!th(1)l+ (kr)Z
dk
ik
p
! + p
!
T (1)(k; kin)e
i!th
(1)
l+
(kr);
with analogous results for f2, g1 and g2. We see, therefore, that if we observe f1 at a
given radius r =   Rosc, over some time  , then we may perform a temporal Fourier
transform
R
dt e i
tf1(t; r = ; kin) to nd T (1)(K =
p

2   2; kin). Having set up the
formalism, we now need a condensate to create the fermions, and this we address in the
next section.
5 Results: at-topped oscillons
5.1 Flat-topped oscillons
The scalar sector for the at-topped oscillons is set out in appendix A, and we couple this
to a fermion which has free mass m0, via a Yukawa term LYuk =    , giving an eective
fermion mass of
 = m0 + : (5.1)
One of the important observations made in [33, 44] is that the production of massive
fermions due to an oscillating scalar condensate can be ecient if the eective mass of
the fermions goes through zero at some point during the condensate cycle; this requires
max & m0=. Moreover, the coherent nature of the condensate allows for fermions heavier
than the scalar to be produced [33, 44].
The parameters we chose were as follows:  = 1:0, m = 0:5m0,  = 0:1, g = 4
2,
20 = 
2
c   10 4, which leads to an oscillon of radius  30m 10 and energy  30; 200m0,
with period of oscillation Tosc  13:8m 10 . For the simulation of (2.2){(2.3), we used a
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Figure 1. An example of f1(t; r = ) for j = 4
1
2 ,  = 100m
 1
0 and kin = m0 for the at-topped
oscillon. The top gure is the real part of f1 and the lower is the imaginary part.
10-1 100 101
k/m0
10-1
100
101
102
103
Figure 2. A plot showing N(k) for the at-topped oscillon example in the text.
lattice of 40; 000 points, with a spatial step of dr = 0:02m0, and a temporal step size of
dt = dr=5:0. We should note that the mass of the scalar that forms the condensate is lower
than the free mass of the fermion.
In order to evaluate the emission rate we need the Fourier transform of f1 evaluated at
a xed radius, . We give an example of the mode function f1(t; r = 100m
 1
0 ) in gure 1.
Here we see that not much happens until m0t  120, at which point there is a burst of
activity, before settling down to a periodic motion. The burst around m0t  120! 150 is
due to the osciillon eectively being suddenly switched on at the start of the simulation.
We let this burst pass before we start taking the Fourier transform, for which we use
180 < m0t < 680.
The formalism laid out above now allows us to evaluate the number of fermions per k-
space interval emitted per unit time, N(k) , and this is shown in gure 2 - for this example
we found that the sum in (4.7) had converged by jmax = 29
1
2 , which is what we use for the
gure. The plot indicates a number of resonance peaks, consistent with the picture one
has for a homogeneous condensate [33]. As well as the spectrum of emitted particles it is
of interest to know how many fermions are emitted in total over one cycle, which may be
found by performing an integral over k-space of the spectrum,
N

=
Z
dk
N(k)

; (5.2)
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Figure 3. A plot showing N(k) for the Gaussian oscillon example in the text.
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m0r
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ξφm0
-1
Figure 4. A plot showing the scalar eld proles for the at-topped oscillon (dashed line) and the
Gaussian oscillon (solid line) examples in the text. Note that they are presented with the Yukawa
factor included.
and in our example yields N ' 50m0. So, over a single cycle of duration Tosc our at-
topped oscillon emits  690 fermions, constituting about 2% of its energy budget per cycle.
5.2 Gaussian oscillons
The more commonly studied class of oscillons, laid out in appendix B, are those with
an approximately Gaussian prole. For our simulations in this case, we take a Yukawa
coupling of  = 0:1, with again m = 0:5m0. The parameters given in appendix B lead to
an oscillon with period Tosc ' 14:3m 10 , core amplitude of AB = 24:3m0, and radius of R =
6:8m 10 . Numerical simulations using the same lattice parameters as for the at-topped
oscillon yields the production rate spectrum shown in gure 3, and the total production
rate N ' 1:3m0. So, over a single cycle of duration Tosc our oscillon emits  19 heavy
fermions, constituting about 0.06% of its energy budget. Such a reduction is to be expected
given that for our parameters the Gaussian oscillon is smaller than the at-topped oscillon,
as may be seem from gure 4. Even though this is a small fraction of the oscillon's energy,
one should bear in mind that oscillons can live for many thousands of oscillations.
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6 Conclusion and discussion
Based on the observation from preheating studies that a homogeneous oscillating scalar
condensate is able to produce heavy fermions, and do so more eciently than bosons [33],
we have initiated a study into the fermion production due to mini preheating regions,
oscillons. The basic formalism for calculating the fermion emission was laid out, and an
example given using an approximate analytic form for the oscillon solution. It was shown,
by example, that despite the scalar eld being lighter than the free-fermion mass, the
coherent nature of the oscillon allowed fermions to be produced, and in signicant numbers,
given that oscillons can live for thousands of oscillations. The possibility that such oscillons
could form at \low" energies and yet produce heavy fermions raises interesting questions
for baryogenesis, where such heavy fermions may, for example, be heavy right-handed
Majorana neutrinos. These would break the B   L symmetry of the standard model,
and their decay causes a lepton asymmetry, which leads to a baryon asymmetry due to
sphaleron processes. It is also amusing to consider the possibility that we may one day
be able to manipulate a Higgs condensate into performing localised oscillations, thereby
producing particles heavier than the scalar itself.
There are still a number of things to be done, one of which is to acquire a more
complete picture of how the fermion production is aected by the oscillon's properties,
such as its amplitude, size or frequency. For example, if max < m0= then fermion
production may cease, as their eective mass would never vanish. Another important
aspect is back-reaction, whereby the fermion dynamics alters the behaviour of the oscillon.
This has proved an important eect in cosmological preheating, where is has been noted
that neglecting back-reaction underestimates the number of fermions produced [35]. The
fermion coupling may also change the way that oscillons form, with possible incipient
fermion production happening during the formation process. This, however, will require
large-scale simulations to gain a full understanding, and is something left for future studies.
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A Scalar sector: at-topped oscillons
Much has been written about oscillons since their discovery [45] and rediscovery [36].
They are localized lumps of oscillating scalar-eld condensate, made quasi-stable by non-
linearities in the eld equations, and may appear, for example, at phase transitions [46{48].
Due them not being perfectly stable, they radiate energy [49{51] and have a lifetime with
a signicant dependence on the spatial dimension [52, 53]. Ultimately, one is interested
in treating the elds quantum mechanically, and results in that direction may be found
in [54{56]. Their relevance to post-inationary dynamics is examined in [24], and it is found
that in a large class of models that exhibit preheating, oscillons can come to dominate the
energy density. In this paper we will not concern ourselves too much with the scalar sector,
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and will not include the back-reaction of the fermions onto the oscillon, leaving this for a
future study. We shall follow [57] and take an analytic prole for the oscillons of the form
(t; r) = 0
s

g
s
1 + u
1 + u cosh(2x=
p
g)
cos(!mt);
which corresponds to a localized, oscillating eld distribution. This prole is derived as an
oscillon for the following Lagrangian density,
Lscalar; at =  1
2
@@
  1
2
m22 +

4
4   g
6
6; (A.1)
with
2 =
3
8
20  
5
24
40; c =
p
27=160; !2 = 1  2 
2
m2g
;
u =
p
1  (=c)2; 0 = c
p
1  u; c =
p
9=10:
Strictly speaking, such a solution is valid only in one spatial dimension in the limit
g  =m2. The precise results of fermion emission will, of course, be aected by the
detailed structure of the oscillon, but we are interested in how fermions react to a generic
localized oscillating lump of scalar condensate, and will leave more detailed studies for
future work.
Unfortunately, the region of parameter space required for at-topped oscillons in this
model is not radiatively stable. This is seen by requiring the eective eight-point vertex,
brought about by the one-loop diagram with two 6 vertices, to be smaller than the tree-
level diagram with eight external lines (a 4 vertex connecting a 6 vertex via a propagator),
and leads to a cut-o of  =
p
=g. For the analytic at-topped solution to be valid we
required g  =m2 or, equivalently, m  p=g, which means the scalar mass has to be
above the cut-o.
However, we are only considering the behaviour of fermions in the background of such
an extended object, and have not considered the scalar eld as dynamical. As such, the
Lagrangian that leads to the prole has no bearing on the calculation, and we are simply
taking this prole as a prototype for a localized oscillating condensate, and simply consider
it as an external source.
B Scalar sector: Gaussian oscillons
The more common class of oscillons are those with Gaussian-like proles, and for this we
may consider the following Lagrangian
Lscalar; Gaussian =  1
2
@@
  
4

[  ]2   2
2
; (B.1)
which is simply the familiar Mexican-hat shaped potential, shifted so that the vacua are
located at vac = (0; 2). This model has oscillons of the approximate form [58]
(t; r) = AB exp
  r2=R2 cos(!Bt); (B.2)
R ' 2:42p

; !B ' 1:25
p
; AB ' 1:54; (B.3)
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and the energy of such a condensate is
EGaussian ' 41:3 p

: (B.4)
The mass of the scalar in this model is m =
p
2, which we x to be half the fermion
vacuum mass, m = 12m0, giving EGaussian ' 41:32p2m0. The coupling constant  is xed
by requiring the Gaussian oscillon to have a comparable energy to the at-topped oscillon
(Eat topped ' 30; 200m0), and we take  = 510 4, which is safely within the perturbative
regime and leads to EGaussian ' 29; 200m0.
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